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FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The origins of woodturning can be traced to circa 1300 B.C., when the Egyptians first developed the
two-person lathe (Figure 1). Wood was first attached to the lathe, and then rope was wrapped around
the wood. One craftsman would then turn the wood using the rope, while another used a sharp tool
to form the wood into utilitarian pieces such as bowls, cups, candlesticks, or mallets.
				
				

Figure 1

The Romans improved on the Egyptian design with the addition of a turning bow (Figure 2). Sometime
after the development of the turning bow, a lathe was created that spun when a lever was pumped
by hand. In the Middle Ages, a pedal replaced hand-operated turning and freed both the craftsman’s
hands to hold woodturning tools. The pedal was usually connected to a pole – often a straightgrained sapling. The system today is called the “spring pole” lathe (Figure 3), and was in common use
until the early 20th Century.
Figure 2						

Figure 3

A two-person lathe, called a “great lathe” or a “great wheel lathe” (Figure 4), allowed the work piece
to turn continuously in the manner of today’s power lathes. A turner would cut the wood while an
apprentice turned the crank on a huge wheel, often several feet in diameter. The most significant
improvement in the field of woodturning technology came during the Industrial Revolution when the
lathe was motorized (Figure. 5). The motor produced a greater rotational speed for the wood, making
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it easier to produce higher-quality work in a shorter amount of time.
Figure 4						

Figure 5

Until the 20th century, woodturnings were produced commercially and in volume. The lathe was
simply a mass-production tool used to minimize cost and increase production speed. These turnings
represented neither personal artistic expression nor creativity. However, change was on the horizon
during the 1970’s. New technology led to improved turning tools and lathes, which in turn led to the
emergence of a new class of woodturning artisans. As woodturning machines and tools improved, the
craftsman was freed from the mechanics of how to turn and began to devote more time and artistic
energy determining what to turn. Being freed from the utilitarian demands of the past opened the
way to bold new possibilities. Woodturners today view a log or piece of wood as a “canvas” on which
they can project their imagination in three-dimensions. Oftentimes, modern woodturners stretch their
creativity by incorporating enhancing techniques such as carving, piercing, coloring, gilding, and
pyrography into a turned piece. Lathe-turned work is now a recognized art form, as well as a vehicle
for individual enrichment, creativity, and self-expression. The craftsman has become an artist.
This new wave of artists had no national organization in which their community could share ideas,
techniques, and their love of woodturning. Thus the American Association of Woodturners (AAW) was
begun. Formed in 1986, this national organization played a crucial role in the development of what
is now a well-respected contemporary art form. Today, the AAW boasts more than 15,000 members
in more than 350 local chapters. This year, in 2016, the AAW is celebrating its 30th year of providing
education, information, and organization to those interested in turning wood. The Pearl Fincher
Museum of Fine Arts is honored to celebrate this milestone by showcasing the works of artists from
Gulf Coast chapters of AAW in Turning Point: Woodturning’s Evolution from Ancient Craft to Fine
Art.

While researching this exhibition, several Gulf Coast artists were asked to consider the ‘turning point’
of woodturning’s evolution to fine art. One artist’s response stood out in particular. This artist said
he believed the change occurred because the American Association of Woodturners possessed the
courage to provide an inclusive environment for the woodturning community to thrive and develop.
On hearing his response, we were reminded of a quote by French painter Henri Matisse, “Creativity
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takes courage.” The Pearl Fincher Museum of Fine Arts applauds the courage of these talented artists
who possessed the creativity and vision to turn the wide array of beauty seen in Turning Point. The
forty-eight pieces in the exhibition were chosen to showcase the wide diversity of what is considered
“woodturning,” and so the collection includes bowls, wall hangings, platters, hollow forms, and even
a cowboy hat.
The exhibition marks the 45th major exhibition hosted by the Pearl Fincher Museum of Fine Arts, and
the exhibition’s seventeen artists represent some of the finest examples of woodturning in the Gulf
Coast region. We are grateful to these artists for their contribution to the Turning Point exhibition and
this accompanying publication. The Pearl is also proud to be collaborating once more with Masterpiece
Litho Inc., who published the wonderful A Collector’s Passion: The Works of Noel H. Leaver in 2015.
We were very fortunate to have the design expertise of Elizabeth O’Dowd for this catalogue, and the
photographic skills of Paul Millo, who photographed most of the works in this catalogue. Finally, we
would like to extend a special thank you to Dale Barrack and Ed Peine for writing and editing this
catalogue, and to Museum Director Youlia Bussinger for her overall support of this project.

Terry Capps
Curator
Pearl Fincher Museum of Fine Arts

Laura K. Baker
Development & Exhibitions Director
Pearl Fincher Museum of Fine Arts

Dough Bowl, circa 1780, 21 x 5.5 in. Courtesy of Bob and Jan Hargrave.
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American Association of Woodturners
Gulf Coast Woodturners Association
Oneway Manufacturing, Stratford, Ontario, Canada
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NATURAL EDGE BURL BOWL
2010
Brown Mallee Burl
11 x 8 x 3 in.

“I immediately saw the location of the bowl in this brown mallee burl. The wood
had a beautiful grain with a consistent layer of sapwood all the way around which
has allowed for a uniform grain on the rim of the bowl. As it has aged the grain
has taken on a leather-like texture.”
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STAINED GLASS PLATTER
2010
Madrone
11x11x2 in.

“When madrone dries it develops large internal cracks. As I started turning this
platter, more and more cracks became visible. I added some color by filling the
cracks with orange and purple epoxy. The results took on a mosaic or stained
glass appearance.”
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SUNSET BOWL
2010
Maple Burl
5 x 5 x 5.5 in.

“The multi-colored sky of a beautiful sunset provided the inspiration for this
natural edged bowl. The grain of the maple burl gives interesting rays shooting
up the outside. I dyed that grain with red, orange, purple and yellow to imitate
a sunset. I left the inside the natural color of the wood, but darkened the edge
black to provide contrast.”
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[J E R R Y B E N N E T T]
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DYLAN & ‘DEUS

2015
Mahogany, Ebony, Maple, Steel, Brass, Nickel Frets
13 x 20 x 35 in; 13 x 20 x 36 in.
Dylan courtesy of Harvey and Mary Beth Cody. ‘Deus courtesy of Don and Susan Pine.
“Kindred spirits...Even as these pieces find their way on different paths, they will
always be connected as well as those who possess them. Just as Bob Dylan and
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart are joined by music. These were a commission to be
owned by two friends who appreciate music. It is good to see Dylan and ’Deus
displayed together in this exhibit.”
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OPENING ACT

2009
Yellowheart, Mahogany, Steel, Brass
48 x 42 x 120 in.
“Several years ago on Bourbon Street, I stepped into a musical wonderland of
totally improvisational, unscripted, emotional sounds. These talented souls made
a direct connection between their psyche and their instruments. The audience,
including me, was swept right along. My concept of music would never be the
same. Opening Act captures the essence of that moment.”
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TWIST AND SHOUT

2013
Mahogany, Ebony, Maple, Steel, Brass, Nickel Frets
39 x 25 x 54 in.
“Twist and Shout recognizes Paul McCartney’s long career. We are the same age.
As a young guitarist seeing the Beatles for the first time, I could not see what the
big deal was about. By the time ‘Michelle’ and ‘Imagine’ were released, I knew.
My intent is to place you in that time; to make you feel what we felt...It was good.”
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[A N D R E W C . C H E N]
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DIE ERSTEN NACH DEN LETZTEN
(THE FIRST AFTER THE LAST)

2014
Bloodwood, Maple, Walnut, Mesquite, Red Coral, Lapis Lazuli
8 x 8 x 7.5 in.
“Previously I turned a vessel with embedded malachite that was so hard that I
vowed it was the last one with minerals I would turn. When I turned this vessel
with crushed lazuli, I decided to give it this title. The title was inspired by Strauss,
The Waltz King.”
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NATURE’S BEAUTY
2016
Bigleaf Maple
10 x 10 x 3.5 in.

“This big leaf maple burl just begged to be turned to showcase its natural beauty.
It is a challenge to turn a pleasing shape when the diameter is so much larger than
the height.”
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SOARING

2005
Purpleheart, Maple, Walnut, Bloodwood, Brazilian Cherry, Ziricote
14 x 14 x 9 in.
“This Southwest Indian inspired vessel was a challenge to construct because the
thunderbird motifs required beveled cuts on the segments and the many segments
(720 pieces) to build the motifs. Ziricote is used for the Thunderbird motifs.”
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TO THE POINT

2016
African Blackwood, Texas Mountain Laurel, Ziricote, Maple, Walnut Veneer, East
Indian Rosewood, Afzalia, Pernambuco
3.25 x 3.25 x 10.25 in.
“Usually in a segmented vessel, the wood grain goes around the circumference
of the vessel. In this vessel, a stave construction was employed in which the grain
runs in the direction of the heigth of the vessel, like a wine barrel.”
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NORMAL AND REVERSE
2016
Jatoba, Yellowheart
10 x 10 x 19.5 in.

“In geology (my day job) normal faults are ones in which the upper block moves
down relative to lower block (the middle feature ring); a reverse fault is one in
which the upper block moves up relative to the lower block (top and bottom
feature rings).”
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TIGER SMILES
2015
Maple, Wenge
13.5 x 13.5 x 17 in.

“The tiger theme of this piece shows up in the figure of the tiger maple and in the
pattern of the wedge layers. From one angle it looks like tiger stripes but from
another angle it looks a bit like a series of Cheshire cat smiles, so I call it Tiger
Smiles.”
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REACH

2016
Maple, Walnut
10 x 5 x 9.5 in.
“This piece was inspired by the growth of a living thing. As living things, we are
all reaching for something. When creating this piece, I wanted it to reach for
something neither lazily stretching out, nor desperately grasping. The piece is
made from maple and walnut and finished with polyurethane and shellac. It is the
beginning of a new evolution in my work and I can only look forward to what the
future holds.”
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REFUGE

2010
Brown Mallee Burl
11 x 8 x 3 in.
“Movement, nature and the combination of animalistic characteristics and
domestic objects inspired this design. A tambour skates in a track around the
belly of the beast. Each of the eighty spikes create a visual wave. The legs create
its animalistic nature. Five turned sections and eighty-four carved parts make up
the finished piece.”
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BEECH HAT
2016
Beech
17 x 15 x 5 in.

“Starting with a beech log weighing more than 90 pounds, ending with a Beech
Hat weighing less than 9 ounces.”
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HEART OF THE FOREST
2016
Chinese Tallow
9 x 9 x 8 in.

“Chinese Tallow is an unstable wood, it shrinks dramatically as it dries; that
combined with a natural defect, some spalting and Lichtenstein burning gives this
piece lots of character.”
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UFO

2015
Bigleaf Maple
11 x 11 x 6 in.
“This piece was designed as an example for an ‘advanced bowl turning’ class. It
features carved feet, a pierced wing, a lid and a finial.”
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FOLDING SPACE

2015
Maple, pyrography, Paua shell, sterling silver
13 x 2.5 x 53 in.
“277 segments of maple, textured with high speed dental drills and pyrography
branding irons. I wanted to create a work that would have movement as well as
utilize my skills in inlay as well as pyrography branding.”
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IN THE DREAM TIME

2015
Sapele Mahogany, pyrography, Paua shell, sterling silver, 14K gold wire
13 x 9.5 x 22.5 in.
“The Maori designs are used to form the pyrography branding which covers
the front, back and base. Their culture has strong ties to the earth and places
an emphasis on dreams, talking with spirits and receiving guidance from these
communications.”
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LOST LANGUAGE
2013
Mahogany
20 x 2.5 x 26 in.

“This was inspired by the ancient civilizations who used a variety of hieroglyphs
and petroglyphs to communicate with each other. It is an example of texture and
surface enhancement.”
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SWEET LANDSCAPE

N.D.
Sweet Gum, copper, aluminum, black iron
20 x 20 in.
“I helped cut the tree down that this beautiful piece of sweet gum came from. The
natural landscape was so prominent in the wood grain. I added texture and lines
of inlay to accentuate the grain lines.”
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[M A R T Y K A M I N S K Y]
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BLUE ICE

2012
Ash, Mesquite, acrylic paint
4.75 x 4.75 x 11 in.
“In Blue Ice I carved an organic-like texture into a fairly conventional form. It’s
mostly painted with brushed on acrylic paint. I left the rim in its natural wood
color. I like creating the illusion of a non-wood material, but leaving a bit of wood
peeking out here and there to remind the viewer that it is still wood.”
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SOMETHING FISHY

2011
Unknown wood, acrylic paint
4 x 4 x 8 in.
“Rather than traditional turning, my recent work tends to be organic in form and
very sculptural. Something Fishy is a joyful leap of a fish turned and finished with
airbrushed acrylic paint.”
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HAND

2000
Mesquite
24 x 24 x 15 in.
“Hand is an example of my transmission from thinking in woodturning terms to
creating sculptural objects. While Hand was turned as a simple bowl form, a large
portion was negative space. I left the wall thickness relatively thick so that the
solid portion provided the appropriate balance with the negative space on the
sculpture.”
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SERGIO

2013
Mesquite
15 x 15 x 8 in.
“Sergio is the 89th sculpture I have created in my Evolution of the Wheel Series.
Working on a series creates an opportunity to study how minor changes in the
designing affect the visual impact of the completed sculpture. Mesquite root balls
provide interesting intertwining grain patterns, contrast between sapwood and
heartwood, as well as naturally occurring negative space.”
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ACORN PURSE
2016
Ash, pyrography
5.5 x 5.5 x 7 in.

“The barrel-shaped style was my first venture into purse-making. After several
iterations, I was finally able to develop a design that worked well. The earlier
purses featured only the beauty of the wood while in later designs, I began to add
more enhancements, ie. pyrography, durable water-based varnish and sewn liner.”
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HALF MOON FAIRY PURSE
2015
Ash, pyrography, color pencil
10 x 5 x 3.5 in.

“The half moon fairies in A Midsummer Night’s Dream provided the inspiration for
this design. The purse is turned in the same fashion as a bowl and then cut in half.
A bottom section is added that incorporates handmade wooden hinges to make it
possible for the purse to open and close. The wood hinges were a challenge that
took months of trial and error to perfect.”
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LARGE ELM HOLLOW FORM
N.D.
Elm
14 x 14 x 6 in.
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FENCE POST CEDAR BOX
N.D.
Cedar
3.5 x 3.5 x 6 in.
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KATE

2016
Maple
5 x 5 x 9 in.
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SPALTED HACKBERRY HOLLOW FORM WITH MAPLE DYED
FINIAL
N.D.
Spalted Hackberry
8 x 8 x 9 in.
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EUREKA

2016
Spalted Box Elder
8 x 8 x 13 in.
“With most of my turnings I have a good idea of what lies beneath the bark, but
with Eureka the beauty of the wood exceeded my expectations. The spalting
provides the variety in color. The bark inclusions bring the viewer’s eye to the
opening of the hollow form.”
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HEIDI

2011
Mesquite Burl Crotch
16 x 16 x 22 in.
“This is a very large mesquite crotch. My chain hoist strained to lift the log onto
the lathe. Six separate piths can be seen around the top where the major branches
rise up. The bark inclusions provide interesting variety in grain and color. It is a
challenge to turn a pleasing shape when the height is so much larger than the
diameter.”
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THE ROSE
2009
Mesquite
7 x 7 x 15 in.

“The bark inclusion that runs from the top to the bottom follows the curve of the
side of this vase.”
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TIME

2015
Mesquite Burl Crotch
17 x 17 x 10 in.
“The time required to create a hollow form grows exponentially with the increase
in size. Time is an example of time well spent.”
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ASIAN BOX

2009
Ebonized Sycamore, Pecan
12 x 4 x 6 in.
“The lid turns upward giving an Asian look as in a Chinese pagoda. Natural
windshake was present in the basal piece during the turning.”
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DODECASSETTE DEVILED EGG PLATTER
2008
Water Hickory (Red Pecan)
12 x 12 x 2 in.

“This started out as a simple platter, but the grain inspired carving it into something
more. The bead separated center is a twelve point chip carved rosette, while the
outer edges were flute carved to hold a dozen eggs, thus the name dodec (12)
-asette.”
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PEDESTAL COMPOTE
2011
Elm, Red Pecan
8 x 8 x 7 in.

“Incentive for the compote was a desire to create a keepsake piece from a well
loved Maple Tree which had to be cut down and wood saved through sharing
it with known turners in the AAW. The Elm pedestal was a test to do the Maple
version, leaving it without a bowl to support. This was remedied by using the Red
Pecan, so that the Elm would not be heartbroken by not getting its share of the
reward.”
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WING BOX
2009
Maple, Walnut
2.5 x 5 x 3 in.

“This box with leaf-shaped designs gives one a sense of curiosity about what
might be inside. Textured dimpling that outlines flowing leaves, creates the
desired effect of a box with wings.”
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ROSE ENGINE 32, 23, & 7

N.D.
Layered wood, veneer, laminated plastic
2.5 x 2.5 x 1.5 in; 4 x 4 x 1.75 in; 2.25 x 2.25 x 1.5 in.
“A rose engine is a specialized geometric lathe. The rose engine turnings are
done by slowly rotating the piece into a high-speed rotary cutter. The turner
rotates the piece slowly into the cutter by hand-cranking the lathe and takes light
cuts on each rotation. Patterns are created by controlling the cuts with a cam-like
rosette mounted on the spindle. By mixing rosettes, possibilities are limitless.
Rose engine designs can be added to enhance most wood turnings.”
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EARTH ON FIRE
2014
Buckeye Burl
5 in. sphere

“This piece of Buckeye Burl wood was recovered from a trash pile. Weather, rot,
worms and insects have given it its character. The wood was shaped into a sphere
and the natural colors were enhanced with dyes of black, red, orange and yellow.
The turmoil that currently exists all over the world inspired its title.”
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MAGNOLIA REBORN
2013
Magnolia
13 x 13 x 5 in.

“The early stages of decay and rot are evidenced by the beautiful streaks of black
color throughout this 150-year-old magnolia tree. The form was shaped to very
thin walls, which results in a delightful tactile experience when the viewer picks up
the piece from the table only to find it much lighter than they expected.”
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NEW DIRECTION
2015
Mesquite
5 x 5 x 15 in.

“New Direction is a piece of Mesquite wood that came from a dead tree on the
King Ranch in southern Texas. The surface was dirty, rotted and perforated with
worm and insect tunnels. When the bad surface was cut away, beautiful wood was
exposed. In effect, the wood was reborn. It represents ‘New and Fresh’ oozing
to the surface to stand among the ‘Mature and Established.’ The cycle of life
continues in the world with each generation bringing new ways and ideas.”
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BLUE GOBLET

2009
Plywood, Cocobolo
4.25 x 4.25 x 8.25 in.
“The challenge was to make a design using segments of plywood. The orientation
of the segments creates a repeating pattern. A progression of several shades of
blue ending with lemon yellow creates a very delicate green where the two colors
meet. All the colors were blended with an air brush. The segmented ring on top is
Cocobolo. Several coats of gloss lacquer were used for the finish.”
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CATHEDRAL ARCHES
2007
Mesquite, Alabaster, Ebony
7.25 x 7.25 x 5.25 in.

“The beauty and functionality of arches was the inspiration for the top. The
challenge was to create arches from wood and the rest of the dome from alabaster.
Mesquite is a very stable wood, and combined with a mineral, worked to make
a striking piece. The bottom was made to match the top by adding a ring of
alabaster on the outer edge. The top finial is ebony and the finish is a furniture
wax.”
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UNDER THE NOON DAY SUN
2010
Plywood, Cocobolo
6 x 6 x 9.25 in.

“Cutting the segmented pieces on a bias creates the swoops in the plywood. Red
hues from the top and bottom merging into yellow complete the color scheme. All
of the dyes were blended with an air brush. The effect of this hollow form creates
the feeling that there is light coming from within. The segmented ring on top is
cocobolo and the finish is several coats of gloss lacquer.”
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